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AN INVESTIGATION OF AIRCRAFT HEATERS 
XXVI  - DEVELOPMENT OF A SENSITNE PLATED-TYPE 
'SEERMOPILE FOR MERSURIMG RADIATICX? 
By L. M. K. Sselter ,  E. R .  Dempster, 
R. Bromberg, and J. T. Gier 
A n  analysis i s  presented of the factors de temning  the power 
efficiency of radiation therp~opiles of that type in  which the receivers 
consist e i ther  of parts of the conductors themselves or  of coatings o r  
other e lect r ica l ly  insulating materials i n  intimate contact with these 
conductors. On the basis of th i s  analysis, which i s  applicable to  
thermopiles of a wide variety of constructions and materials, criterion8 
for  maximum power efficiency can be calculated. Such c r i  terions are 
obtained for  silver-constantan plated-type thermopiles. The design 
and construction of thermopiles Zn accordance wlth these criterione are 
described, and test data are reported, showin& agreement between actual 
and predicted performance . 
It is shown .that an approach to maximum power efficiency i n  a 
therrnopils can be realized independently of its resistance over a wide 
range. Withtn this range, therefore, maximum sensitivity i n  a the- 
p i le  to be used with a particular galvanometer or  o+&er measuring o r  
controlling device can be obtained by designing simultaneously for  
maximun parer efficiency and for  whatever value of resistance is requlred 
to produce proper damping, to provide meucimws. power transference, o r  to  
sa t ls fy  some other criterion. 
Salcul~t ione are presented for  silver-constantan Junctions which 
indicate that it is theoretically possible to obtain, with t hempi l e s  
of the type analyzed, about 80 percent of the voltage produced mder 
equivalent conditions by an ideal thermopile i n  which the conductors 
lose no heat by radiation or  convection. 
INTRODUCTION 
> 
The preceding report of th is  series (reference 1) described the 
construction of the thermopile radiometer wxl its use i n  the study of 
problems irmolved In heating airplsne cabins, The purpose of the 
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investigation herein reported was to design and construct, for use in 
such radiometers, thermopiles retaining the advantages of those already 
available in the Spectroradiometric Laboratory of the bivision of 
Me'chanical Engineering of the University of California but possessing 
greater sensitivity and smaller size. The available thermopiles, which 
are constructed of silver-plated constantan wire as previously described 
(reference 2), have been found reasonably satisfactory in the applications 
mentioned with respect to mechanical ruggedness, drift compensation, 
quickness of response, and especially nonselectivity with respect to wave- 
length. In order to achieve this nonselectivity, the receiver has been 
so placed as to receive the radiation to be measured prior to any reflec- 
tion and, as is also necessary, the thermopile is operated in air in 
order to avoid selective filtering by the envelope of an evacuated chamber. 
Analysis permitting design calculations to obtain highest sensi- 
tivity has previously been carried out for but one type of thermopile 
( see, for example, references 3 to 6) - that type f n which one or more 
receivers make contact with the conductors only at their junctions. ' 
The difflcultles encounteyed in building thempiles of this type m d  
the great labor involved when many junctions are required have stimulated 
a number of workers to invent novel designs and methods of construction. 
In most of these designs the conductors themselves, or electrically 
insulating materials, usuc.illy radiation-absorbent coa+,ings, in intimate 
contact with these conductors, act as receivers of the radiation to be 
measured. (see appendix A. ) 
A consideration of many possible designs and methods of construztion 
led to the conclusion that the purposes of this investigation were mst 
likely to be realized by thermopiles of the type lnentioned last. The 
performance of thempiles of this general type was therefore qlyzed 
in order to determine the design relations required to obtain maximum 
sensitivity . No suzh analysis has hitherto been published, although 
interesting calculations have been presented with respect to thermo- 
zouples of a less general type subjected to periodic irradiation 
( reference 7) . 
This program of research in the SpectroradiornatrSc Laboratory of 
the Unf versity of California was conducted unbr the sponsorship and 
with the financial assistance of the Bational Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautica , 
The suthors wf sh to express their appreciation to Mr. X, W e  Lockhart 
for making many of the computations, and to M r .  E. H, Plforrin for his 
criticisms and suggestions . 
ANALYSIS, DESIGN, AND 'ITST ISIOCEDURE 
A t h e m p i l e ,  when used t o  convert radiant  energy into e l e c t r i c a l  
energy f o r  purposes of measurement o r  control, is shielded, generally 
by a housing (see appendix F) ,  so that the radiat ion intended t o  be 
effect ive i n  producing a temperature difference between a l te rna te  
junctions f a l l s  on a def in i te  area, the f ront  surface of the receiver.  
I f  the :old Junctions are i n  thermal contact with s t ructures  of 
r e l a t ive ly  large thermal capacitance, the thermopile i s  sa id  t o  be 
uncompensated; i f ,  on the other hand, both hot and cold jun-,tions a re  
similarly constructed and disposed, except tha t  the equivalent of the 
receiver area a t  the cold Junction is shielded from the radiat ion 
mentioned, the thermopile i s  said t o  be compensated. I n  a compensated 
thermopile, both s e t s  of Junctions a re  s imilar ly affected by, and hence 
the thermopile response remains r e l a t ive ly  independent of,  changes i n  
a i r  temperature a s  well  as, t o  som degree, uncontrolled radiation. 
Analysis of System 
Figures 1 and 2 i l l u s t r a t e  a s ingle  thermcouple of an uncompensated 
and a compensated thermopile, respectively, of the type considered, i n  
which par t s  of the conductors, o r  of the coating or  binding materials 
which may be associated with the conductors, serve as  receivers . The 
system analyzed i s  fur ther  defined by the 14 postulates l i s t e d  i n  
appendix B . These postulates, o r  i n  some instances t h e i r  more simple 
consequences, may be summarized as follows: The t h e m p i l e  i s  uniformly 
i r radiated on a l l  its surfaces ( i dea l  radiat ion a t  housing temperature 
i n  ths  case of the uncompensated t h e m p i l e )  except tha t  ths f ront  
surface of the receiver is subjected, i n  addition, t o  i r rad ia t ion  G w ;  
thsre  is no temperature gradient i n  a conductor, o r  i n  the coating o r  
binding materials associated with it, i n  a direct ion perpendicular to  
i t s  length, and a l l  conduction of heat i n  a direct ion pa ra l l e l  t o  i ts  
length is through the metall ic conductor i t s e l f ;  a l inea r  r e l a t ion  
ex i s t s  between thermopile surface temperature and the power loss  due 
t o  sonvection and radiant emission; this l inea r  r e l a t ion  f o r  the average 
power los s  per uni t  area around, o r  on both s ides  of, a conductor i s  
unlform over the en t i r e  thermopile; and a steady s t a t e  of heat flow 
ex i s t s .  
Derivation of Equations to  Determine Junction Temperatures 
A necessary s tep i n  the analysis of the re la t ions  between the 
e l e c t r i c a l  output of a thermopile and 1 t,e design is the expression of 
the temperature difference between the hot and cold Junctions of a 
single thsrmocouple i n  terms of the many factors  on which it depends, 
Such an expression is derived i n  appeaiix B f o r  an uncompensated 
thermccouple i n  the following manner: Appropriate subs ti tutions are 
made i n  s general equation fo r  heat flow and temperature d is t r ibut ion  
along a uniformly i r radiated f i n  ( s t r i p  o r  rod),  ths ends of which are  at  a specified temperature, i n  e 
order Co obtain separate equations f o r  the portions of the conductors of figure 1 between cross 
sections 1 and x, x an3 h, h and y, y and 2 .  Upon equating the r a t e s  of heat flow a t  cross 
sections x, h, and y f o r  the two portions of conluctor which meet, i n  each case, at  thsse 
cross sections, solving ths  resultinglsimultaneous equations, and se t t ing  tl = t2 = 0, the 
temperature of the hot junction i s  obtained a s  follows: 
fi binh py - ( coth p)(cosh py - 113 + Linh qx - (coth q)( cash px - 
\/ii 00th p + 00th q 
For def ini t ions of the terms of t h i s  expression, see appendix G. 
It is  shown i n  appendix B thrut (th - tc) for  the compensated thermocouple ( f i g .  2) is independent 
of air temperature and is given by the same expression (equation ( 1 )  ) . The temperature differense 
between junctions i s  thus the same f o r  a compensated and an uncompensated thermocouple i n  which the 
conductor lengths of the former are  twice tha t  of the l a t t e r .  (see f ig s .  1 and 2 . )  It therefore 
follows tha t  fo r  every uncompensated thermopile a compensated one can be designed having the same 
receiver area and producing the same electromotive force but having double the e l ec t r i ca l  resistance. 
Power Efficiency and Its Relation t o  Maximum Sensi t ivi ty  
Power efficiency is defined as  power output divided by power input. The power output of a 
thmmopile, i n  watts, i s  expressed as  follows: 
( Current ) 2(Reai s tanca of load) 
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The following subst i tut ion may be made: 
Current = Electromotive force 
. Resistance of load, % Resistance of thermopile 
Further, l e t  
Z = 
Resistance of thermopile 
Resistance of load 
The power output then becomes: 
'd (Electromotive force) z 
X Thermopile resistance ( + 12 
or, f o r  a given value of z, the power output is  proport,ional to  the 
term: 
(Electrormtive force) 2 
Thermpi l e  resistance 
The electromotive force is  a l inear  function ( see .next section) 
of G\ which is the difference between that  f rac t ion  of Go ( the  
radiat ion entering the housing opening end incident per uni t  area of 
receiver surface) absorbed by the receiver surface and tha t  f ract ion 
of Go which must be sbsorbed to  produce squal i ty  of hot and cold 
junction temperatures. A reasonable expression fo r  power input i s  
then : 
G" x Receiver area 
a' 
- .  -- 
where a"~  the emissivity (absorpt ivi ty)  of the receiver surface t o  
radiat ion from the source of in t s re s t ,  and GI is, therefore, the power 
a' 
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from t h i s  source tha t  must f a l l  on the uni t  area of the receiver surface 
i n  order that  the amount Gq m y  be absorbed. An expression proportional 
t o  thermopile efficiency on these bases is then:' 
2 
R = 
(Electromotive force) /Thempi le  resistance 
x Receiver area 
( 2 )  
a" 
The value of R is  the same f o r  a complete thermopile of the type 
considered as f o r  one of i t s  thermocouples considered separately, since 
n thermocouples i n  a se r i e s  connection w i l l  have n times the electro- 
motive force, resistance, and. receiver area of a single thermocouple. 
It w i l l  be shown i n  the next section tha t  n i s  composed of two 
factors ,  the first of which Is a function only of the thermal, e l ec t r i ca l ,  
and thermoelectric properties of the materials used, the emissivi t y  of 
the receiver, the values of f "d B,  ( see symbols i n  appendix G) , 
and the magnitude of the i r rad ia t ion  G', whereas the second fac tor  r 
depends on the geometry of the design. If r i a  independent of thermo- 
p i l e  resistance it must be maximized, through proper geometrical design, 
i n  order to  a t t a i n  optimum thermopile sene i t iv i ty  i n  any application 
whatsoever. It w i l l  be shown that maximum r may be approached 
independently of cer ta in  variables, such as wire size,  and tha t  these 
%he emissivity a" is  not necessarily equal to  a. ( see appendix G )  
as, f o r  example, when the source occupies only a small part  of the 
area "viewed" by the receiver surface through the housing opening o r  
when the radiat ion from the source is  prodected through f i l t e r i n g  
materiels which themselves a c t  a s  subsidiary sources. When as and a 
a re  not equal t o  E, an estimate of the intensi ty  of the radiation of 
int.erest may be obtained from the difference be tween t h e m p i  l e  response 
when the source i s  present (reading 1) a n d  the response when the source 
i s  absent, but the other components of radiat ion Go are al tered a s  
l i t t l e  as possible (reading 2)  . The input of in t e re s t  is then 
[$(G' from reading 1 )  - (G8 from reading 2)  , and the electromotive 1 
force of significance is, similarly,  the difference between the electro- 
motive forces of the two readings. Since Gv and the electromotive 
force are  l inear ly  related (see appendix B ) ,  it i s  merely necessary i n  
such cases to subst i tute  the difference betwen tbe tws values of Gw 
i n  place of Gv i n  equation ( 2 )  ; the electromotive force remains tha t  
produced by the absorption, per uni t  area of receiver, of power equal 
t o  t h i s  difference . 
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variables can be chosen so as t o  obtain, within cer tain limits of 
prac t ica l i ty ,  any desired resis tance.  A t h e m p i l e  of the type under 
consideration and of given receiver area may therefore be designed to  
have maximum sens i t iv i ty  i n  a given application by: 
1. Choice of materials possessing the mst favorable thermoelectric 
and radiation-absorbing properties 
2. Consideration of the poss ib i l i ty  of minimizing the values of f @  
and B i n  order t o  increase the temperature difference 
between hot and cold junctions 
3. Maintenace of the relat ions f o r  maximizing I' 
4 .  Designtng f o r  optimum thermopile resistance 
The optimum resistance, when i' i s  independent of resistance, i s  a 
function of only the e l e c t r i c a l  measuring instrument employed and, i n  
some instances, the conditions of use. Thus i f  a galvanometer of the 
Thomson type is t o  be employed, the optimum resistance i s  tha t  of the 
galvano~lleter co i l ;  i f  a par t icu lar  potentiometer i s  t o  be used, the 
best  resistance may be tha t  f o r  which the smallest unbalance tha t  can 
t e  recd on the voltage scale produces a just-perceptible deflection of 
the balancing galvanometer; and i f  a galvanometer of the D8Arsonval 
type is t o  be used, the best  resistance may be tha t  providing c r i t i c a l  
damping although, i n  some applica.tions, the use of a lower resistance 
giving greater deflections can be just i f ied . 
Power Efficiency i n  Terms of Properties of Materials 
and Thermocouple Dimensions 
The followine subst i tut ions can be made i n  equation ( 2 )  as applied 
to  e single compensated thermocouple ( f i g .  2) : 
Receiver area can be replaced by the expression w(xa + yb) whlch, 
i n  turn, equals u(2 + z) = z(- + fi yp) 
% %  m, 
Electromotive force can be replaced by the expression: 
where e t s  the t h e m e l e c t r i c  power fo r  the two materials and c i s  
e. f ac to r  which allows for  reduction i n  voltage ( i n  conductors of the 
p l a t e d  type) due to  circulat ing currents i n  the plated conductor, It 
? s shown in appendi x C that : 
where D is the ra t io  of the cross-eectional area of the core of the 
plated conductor to that  of the unplated conductor, and R i s  the 
ra t io  of the thermal conductance per unit length of the plated con- 
ductor to that  of the unplatedt conductor. 2 
The term (th,l - k,2) i n  the expression for  electromtive 
force may be replaced by the right-band side of equation (1 ) .  
An expression to replace thermopile resistance i n  equation (2), 
applied to  a single compensated thermocouple, m y  be derived as  follows: 
Resistance of compensated themcouple 
= Resistance of conductor a + Resistance of conductor b 
but 
Therefore t h i s  expression becomet 
Resistance of compensated themcouple 
;)The ra t io  of cross-sectional area of the core of the plated con- 
ductor to the cross-sectional area of the unplated conductor D 
ordinarily is equal to  1 ( for  plated-type construction) o r  0 ( fo r  other 
types of construction). The writers are indebted t o  Mr. J. E. Gullberg 
f o r  the suggestion that  the portions of conductor t o  be plated might 
firlet be reduced in  cross section electrolytically. When th i s  i s  done, 
O < D <  1. 
If  the various e u b s t i t ~ t i o n &  Just described srs made i n  equation (2 )  and i f ,  i n  addition, %2 i$ g 
G8 0 BVf' and H is replaced by 7, the following is obtained: * replaced by -1S;Ba f B a 
For an uncompensated thermocouple the resistance is halved, and st is therefore greater 
by s factor  of 2. 
Design Relations f o r  Maximum Power Efficiency 
The first term i n  parentbees i n  equation (3a) depends on the, materials used and on the 
itude of the irradiation; it indicates that power efficiency varies d i rec t ly  with'the irra- 
diation, with the r a t i o  of e l ec t r i ca l  t o  thermal conductivity of one of the metals ( t h a t  of the 
other mstal entering i n  the term a) ,  with the receiver absorptivity and the square of the t h e m -  
e lec t r i c  power ( Pel t i e r  e f fec t  being neglected) and inversely with $ and with the average o v e r  
t thermal conductance. The remainder of the expression, I', which is dimensionleae, can 
mized f o r  s @ven value of s i n  tenns of the s i x  variables contained, From physical 
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consfderations i t  i s  c lear  tha t  the smaller D is, the greater  the 
eff ic iency becows; hence, the degree of core reduction preparatory t o  
p la t ing  should be r e s t r i c t ed  only by constructional considerations. 
It appeared to  be too cumbersome t o  maximize r by the method 
of solving simultaneously the f ive  equations obtained when the pa r t i a l  
derivatives with respect t o  p, q, x, y, and R a re  s e t  equal t o  
zero. Resort was had, therefore, t o  trial-and-error solutions, s 
being taken as 0.62 ( a  value appropriate f o r  s i lve r  and constantan) 
and D a s  1 (corresponding t o  plated construction with no reduction 
i n  cross-sectional area of the core).  If metals having a dffferent  
value of s a re  to  be ueed, o r  i f  core reduction o r  unplated con- 
s t ruc t ion  is to be employed, new tr ia l-and-ermr solutions a re  required. 
For the values of a and D selected, it wt28 found tha% r,  
and hence the efficiency, continuously increases with R ( the r a t i o  
of the thermal conductance per uni t  length of the plated conductors to 
that of the unplated conductora), but that the gain f r o m  increasing R 
above a cer ta in  value i s  s l i g h t .  The thickness of plat ing corre- 
sponding to  large values of R may be constructionally undeeirable o r  
diff-l c u l t  t o  achl.eve ; consequently, optimum values of the other four 
variables a re  given f o r  a number of values of R .  These r e su l t s  are  
presented i n  the curves of f igure 3. 
The term r i s  the sams f o r  d i f fe rent  thermopiles having the 
same values of p, q, x, y, s, D, and R, and a consideration of 
the def ini t ions of these terms leads to  the conclusion that  the o p t i m  
length of a conductor f o r  given values of s, $, D, and R varias 
d i r e c t l y  as the square root of i ts  thickness and of i ts  thermal 
conductivity, and inversely as the square root of the average u n t t  
thermal conductance f o r  heat loss  by convection and radiation. Con- 
ductors may be mde very th in  i n  order to  increase the speed of 
response and, provided they are  a l so  shortened so that the values 
of p and q a re  unaltered, the eff ic iency w i l l  not be lowered. 
I n  a t h e m p i l e  of given receiver area, thermelec t r ic  materials, 
and value of f\ the resistance i s  not fixed by the relatfons which 
maximize r .  For example, i f  the conductor thickness i s  decreased 
the required decrease i n  conductor length i s  proportionately less ;  
the consequently greater  resistance per thermocouple and the greater  
number of thermocouples required f o r  a given receiver area both a c t  
t o  increase t o t a l  thermopile resistance. If  the conductors are  f l a t  
s t r i p s ,  the resistance may be changed without a l t e ra t ion  of receiver 
s i z e  o r  shape by simultaneous a l t e ra t ion  of the conductor width and 
number. If the space between conductors is  occupied by e l ec t r i ca l ly  
insu la t ing  material of low thermal conductivl t y  ( as i n  the t h e m p i l e s  
of d i f fe rent  design t o  be discussed i n  a l a t e r  section) an increase i n  
spacing w i l l  require a decrease i n  conductor length, and the net  effect ,  
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f o r  given receiver area, w i l l  be a decrease i n  resfstance. Adjacent 
wires, however, must be r e l a t ive ly  close or  the efficiency w i l l  decrease 
because of departure from postulates 1 a n d  2 (appendix B ) .  I n  plated- 
type constmc tion the resistance and conduc tor  length can be cons idel-ably 
modified, with only a s l igh t  change i n  efficiency, by a l t e ra t ion  of the 
thickness of plat ing and thus of the term R ,  The e l e c t r i c a l  connection 
of groups of themcouples  i n  series-parallel  arrangemnt a180 permits 
control of resistance, with efficiency constant, i n  r e l a t ive ly  large 
steps . 
The maximum value of r e s i  stance f o r  given receiver area obtainable 
without loss  of efficiency by these various procedures is limited only 
by constructional considerations o r  by the deter iorat ion of thermo- 
elec tri c properties of me t a l a  t o  be expected i n  very th in  films . There 
is, however, a theoret ical  minimum of resis tance f o r  given thermo- 
e l e c t r i c  materials and values of fe and R - tha t  of a single thermo- 
couple designed t o  provide the t o t a l  given receiver area. 
Comparison of Power Efficiency of Thermopiles Analyzed Berein 
with That of Conventional Themopiles 
Probably the moat e f f i c i en t  radiat ion thermopile i s  the idealized 
one analyzed by Johansen (references 3 and 4) ,  i n  which it is pos tu- 
la ted that the receiver is  at a uniform temperature and t ha t  the con- 
ductors lose no heat by radiat ion o r  convection. The r a t i o  of the 
power output of a thermopile of the type t reated i n  the present report  
t o  tha t  of the idealized Johansen type provides, therefore, an index 
of the degree to  which the eff ic iency of the f o m r  approaches the 
theoret ical  m a x i m ,  
This index w i l l  be greatest  f o r  unplatbd construction (D = O), 
but sinze design optima have been worked out f o r  plated construction, 
the r a t i o  has been computed f o r  t h i s  s l igh t ly  unfavorable sondition 
a t  a value of R ( a  masure of the thickness of plat ing)  of 25 and a 
value of B of 2. The index can then be determined on assuming 
equal i ty  of the i r radiat ion,  receiver area, average wni t thermal con- 
ductance, and thermal and e l e c t r i c a l  conductance of both wtals, 
except f o r  a s l igh t  and complex dependence on the value of s ( the 
r a t i o  of the thermal conductivities of the two metals divided by the 
r a t i o  of t h e i r  e l e c t r i c a l  conductivit ies).  Since design optima have 
been detsrmined f o r  s i l v e r  and constantan f o r  which s = 0.62, 
computations of the Index are  made for  th f s  value, TWs ie not very 
different  from the r a t i o  B f o r  other commonly used mstals, as, f o r  
l e ,  i ron and constantan (0.73) o r  bismuth and 95 - 5 percent 
b i  smuth-tin ( approx , 0.64 ) . 
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Th3 computations presented i n  appenrlix D show tha t  the index i n  
thsse conditions i s  0.63. This r e s u l t  indicates that thermopiles of 
the type treated i n  t h i s  report  can be expected, under the conditions 
mentioned, to  produce 0.63 tims as mush e l ec t r i ca l  power output, 
and 0.80 times as much voltage fo r  aqusl resistance, as those of the 
J ~ h s n s e n  type. 
I f  a th~rmopi le  of the Johsnsen type i s  operated i n  a i r ,  the hsat 
l o s t  by convectton from the conductors is not negligible;  i n  fac t ,  
C a r  t w r i  ght  (reference 6 )  estimates that  the loss  by convection from 
:onductors may be p e a t e r  than tlzstt from receivers d i rec t ly .  The 
highest obtainable efficiency of th s rmpi l e s  of the Johsnsen type may 
thsrefore be no greater o r  actually be l e s s  than tha t  of t h e m p i l e s  of 
ths  type considered i n  t h i s  report  when both are operated i n  a i r ,  as  is 
ordinari ly  nezessary i f  tha select ive f i l t e r i n g  of an evacuated envelope 
is to be svoided. 
Speed of Response 
No calculations a re  presented i n  regard to  speed of response since 
ths  immediate requirements whtch led t o  t h i s  investigation were not 
very c r i t i c a l  i n  t h i s  respect. Experience with thermopiles constructed 
( a s  described i n  appendix E) of silver-plated No. 40 constantan wire 
and mounted i n  f a i r l y  heavy, high-conducting housings indicates tha t  
sa t i s fac tory  voltage equilibrium is generally achieved i n  about 
60 seconds. In  general, the a t t a i m n t  of quick response i n  radiation- 
neasuring thermopiles requires a low r a t i o  of the thermal capacitances ' 
per uni t  area of receiver an5 conductors t o  the value of f" however, 
i n  some thermopiles the heat capacity of supporting o r  surrounding 
s t ruc tures  is  more serious than t h a t  of receiver o r  conductors. In 
order t o  approach o r  exceed, with t h e m p i l e s  of the type analyzed i n  
t h i s  report ,  the quickness of thermopiles of conventional type with 
receivers of gold leaf  10-5 c e n t i m t e r  i n  thickness (reference 8), 
conductors of the same order of thi.cknsss must be used. ConAuctor 
-4 thicknssses of a micron (10 cm) o r  l e s s  have been achieved by ro l l ing  
(references 9 and l o ) ,  by electroplat ing (references 11 and 12),  and 
by sputtering o r  evaporating i n  vacuum (references 13 t o  15).  The 
procedures presented i n  the present report  f o r  maximizing I' are a l so  
applfcable t o  thsrmopiles constructed by these techniques. 
Application of Formulas 
It w a s  desired t o  produce a compensated, plated silver-constahtan 
thermopile to  have high output and to:  
1. Be mounted i n  a tubular housing of I -inch inside d i a m t e r  with 
1 8 clearances of approximately - inch. 
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2. Be operated i n  a i r  so a s  to  avoid the select ive f i l t e r i n g  of an 
evacuatsd envelops, 
3. Have a resistance sui table  fo r  use with a Leeds and Rorthrup 
type 8662 potentiometer. (Sfnce it provides c r i t l c a l  damping and an 
eas i ly  perceptible galvanomter deflection f o r  the smallest voltage 
unbslance tha t  can be read on the d ia l ,  80 ohms i s  a preferred value. ) 
Tne construction adopted i s  tha t  of a spaced c o i l  made self-  
supporting by a p l a s t i c  f i l l e r  between the turns of wire. The mthod 
of fabricat ion is  described i n  appendix E. By making the co i l ,  i n  end 
view, i n  the form of an isoceles trapezoid ( f i g ,  4) ,  a maximum receiver 
area can be accolamiiateii i n  a given tubs, and no shield is required 
within the hausing to  r e s t r i c t  i r rad ia t ion  to ths  proper length of 
conductor. It is a l so  an advantage tha t  the inside dianzster of the 
housing is limited only by the dimensions of the receiver area. 
The length of each conductor exposed t o  i r rad ia t ion  is  (xa + yb), 
where : 
a (half length of each unplated conductor i n  a compensated 
=I thermopile) = d m  
b (half length of each plated conductor i n  a compensated 
thermopile) = P a  6aG 
The values used i n  the computations are as follows: 
s f o r  constantan and s i lve r  i s  taken as 0.62. 
f @ i s  estimated t o  be about 2 ~ t u / ( h r ) (  sq f t ) ( O ~ )  f ~ r  surfaces 
of the dimensions and character is t ics  concerned. This value 
is a l i t t l e  m r e  than twice tha t  due t o  radiation losses alone. 
i s  taken as 2, a value appropriate fo r  a s t r i p  which does not 
lose heat a t  i t s  edges. 
ka for  constantan i s  taken as 13.1 ~ t u / ( h r ) ( s q  f t ) ( ' ~ / f t ) .  
w was taken tentat ively a s  0.000603 foot, corresponding t o  
138 turns per inch, 
p, q, x, and y are  given f o r  a range of values of R i n  figure 3. 
-8 A fo r  Ro. LO B e  & S .  wire i s  5.39 x 10 square foot .  
The optimum length ~f conductor (xa + yb) t o  be exposed t o  i r rad ia t ion  
was next computed f o r  four values of R, 12, 10, 9, and 8, and found to 
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be 0.84, 0.78, Oe75, and 0.63 inch, respectively. A l l  of these lengths 
a re  greater  than the length of a side of the largest  square (0.57 in .)  
t h a t  w i l l  f i t  i n to  a c i r c l e  of 13-inoh diameter. 16 
The following al ternat ives  are  possible: 
1, No. 40 constantan wire and an R value of 8 may be used i f  the 
receiver surface forms a rectangle of 0.64 by 0.50 inch. A rectangle of 
these dimensions w i l l  f i t  in to  a c i r c l e  of Q - i n c h  diameter and has an 16 
area about 3 percent l e s s  than tha t  of the 0.57-inch square, 
2. Wire of smaller diameter could be used. This would permit the 
use of a square receiver having 3 percent greater area than t h a t  of the 
rectangle, a lso a higher value of R ,  and a consequently s l igh t ly  
increased value of I' . The output would thus be somswhat greater than 
t h a t  resul t ing from a l t s rna t ive  ( l ) ,  and the resistance would be greater ,  
3. No. 40 wire could be used, and by reducing the value of R the 
exposed conductor length would be decreased, thus permitting use of the 
square receiver surface. Change i n  resfstance would be very s l igh t*  
4. No. 40 wire could be used, and by increasing wire spacing the 
conductor length would be decreased, This would permit the use of the 
squeze receiver surface and an equal or  higher value of R e  Resistance 
would be decreased. 
Alternative (2) was rejected tentat ively because smaller wire 
w a s  not immediately available. Alternative (3) was  rejected because 
the output would be l e s s  than tha t  resul t ing from the adoption of 
a l te rna t ive  (1). Alternative (4) was rejected because of the 
possible lo s s  i n  efficiency due t o  departure from postulates (1) 
and (2) and because r e s i s tmce  would be l e s s  than optimum. 
A c o i l  constructed approximately according t o  al ternat ive (1) and 
mount,ed ic the tubular housing of I -inch inside diameter had a measured 8 
resis tance of 80 ohms. (The closs  agreement between t h i s  value and tha t  
required f o r  c r i t i c a l  damping i s  purely coincidental,) It is  worth 
noting tha t  t h i s  resistance is  close to  the m a x i m  obtainable, wlthout 
sacr i f ice  of efficiency, with silver-plated No. 40 constantan wlre and 
the given receiver "ctrea. The use of f i n e r  wire together with an equal 
o r  larger  value of R and equal o r  closer spacing would resu l t  i n  
considerable increase of r e s l  stance snc? equal o r  greater  ef f i c i  ency ; 
wire much f ine r  then No. 44 o r  No. 46 would, however, be much more 
troublesome t o  handle during fabrication. A resistance one-fourth as 
great  could be obtained by connecting two halves of the thermopile i n  
pare l le l ,  and int,ermediate values could be obteined by the use of t h i  s 
connection together with f i n e r  wire and a larger value of R , 
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The new thermo i l e  had an irradfation-voltage constant of 
7'.9 b tu / (  sq ft)(brlP/(mv) when mounted i n  the copper tube. This 
value is comparable with a conatant of 6 .T f o r  the best  of the previous 
silver-constantan plated-type thermopiles used i n  the Spctroradiometric 
Laboratory, which hae a resistance of 267 ohm and requires a housing 
of a t  l e a s t  3-inch inside diagusttsr. mus  the new thermopile, by 
comparison, produces 0.85 times the voltage a t  l e s s  than one-third the 
resistance (hence 2.4 tfnnss the power) and wl l l  , f i t  in to  a housing of 
one-fourth the diameter. 
It i s  in teres t ing  t o  estimate the extent t o  which sens i t iv i ty  
might be increased by designing t h i s  t h e m p i l e  f o r  operation i n  vacuum, 
TPle value of f e  due t o  radiat ion alone, would then be about 1; or,  i f  
the inside of the c o i l  could be surfaced so as to  have a very low 
smissivfty, tb ia  value might possibly be reduced to 1/2. Since n 
varies  inversely with f a ,  the power output might be increased by 
some factor  between 2.0 and 4.0, and the voltage, f o r  fixed resistance, 
by the square roots of these factors,  o r  a value between 1.4 and 2.0. 
These values a re  mch  lower than those usually given i n  the l i t e r a t u r e  
(see, f o r  example, reference 5 )  because of the shapes and dimnsions 
of the surfaces involved. Very small receivers (of the order 
of 1 sq mm i n  m a ) ,  and part icular ly the very f ine  wires generally . 
used i n  thermopiles of conventional type, have a very large r a t i o  of 
power loss  by convection to  power loss  by radiation. 
Comparison of Actual and Predicted Performance 
A comparison of frradiation-voltage constants, obtained (1)  by 
measwenusnt of the electromotive forces resul t ing from exposure of 
themopiles t o  known i r rad ia t ion  and ( 2 )  by calculations f o r  these 
earns t h e m p i l e s  based on the expression derived f o r  Junction tempera- 
ture,  w i l l  serve as a check of the appl icabi l i ty  of the expression f o r  
Junction temperature and of the postulates on wMch i t s  derivation is  
based. 
The irradfation-valtage constant K i s  given by the following 
expression: 
number of themcouples  
factor  allowing f o r  voltage reduction due t o  circulat ing 
currents i n  the plated conductor 
m
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values of a, b, x, and y were obtained from careful  measurements 
of completed thermopiles. 
Four thermopiles, constructed as described i n  appendix E, were 
subjected t o  the procedure outlined with the following resu l t s :  
The ra ther  good agreemtnt between ac tua l  and predicted response const i tutes  
evidence of the appl icabi l i ty  of the formulas developed, the postulates 
made, and the approximate correctness of the estimated value of f t .  
The derivation and application of design cr i te r ions  f o r  eff ic iency 
i n  thermpi les  of the type i n  which par t s  of the conductors themselves 
a c t  as receivers have resulted in the  construction of thermopile 
radiometers which are m r e  sui table  f o r  the study of problems involved 
i n  eirplane cabin heating than those previously employed i n  the 
Spectroradiomtric Laboratory of the University of California,  The 
advantages obtained from smaller s i ze  and greater  efficiency are  
i l l u s t r a t ed  by a silver+onstantan thermpi le  mounted i n  a housing 
having one-fourth the diameter of t h a t  required f o r  the older type and 
providing nearly the sazne voltage output at  one-third the resis tance,  
It i s  possible t o  obtain about 0.8 times the voltage a t  the same 
resistance from a thermopile of the type analyzed i n  the present work 
a s  from an idea l  t h e m p i l e ,  composed of the sesvs thermoelectric 
materials having receivers i n  contact with conductors a t  t h e i r  junctions. 
The eduantage i n  efficiency of the idea l  ty-pe can be expected t o  
diminish or t o  disappear i n  nonvacvlum operation because of loss  of 
heat from conductors by convection, 
The formula derived i n  t M s  report fo r  efficiency is applicable 
t o  a wide variety of constructions and should be of particular value 
i n  cases i n  which, because of the nmber of Junctions required o r  for  
other reasons, the fabrication of t h e m p i l e s  of the Johsnsen type is 
d i f f i cu l t  o r  impossible. 
Department of Engineering 
University of California 
Berkeley, Calif., I'4ovember 29, 1944 
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REVIEXll OF LITERATURE ON RADIATION-MEASURING TfERMOPIUS 
In view of the voluminous l i t e ra tu re  bearing on the design of 
radiation-measuring thermopiles it is impossible f o r  a short  review 
pertinent t o  the present investigation t o  be at  a l l  exhaustive; i n  
general, an attempt has been made t o  se l ec t  contributions which appear 
important with respect to  souruimss and c l a r i t y  of analysis o r  t o  
basic innovation i n  theory o r  design. The l i t e ra tu re  f i r s t  discussed 
i n  t h i s  review deals with general considerations and with thermopiles 
herein referred t o  as of the conventional type, t ha t  is, those i n  which 
the receivers of the radiation t o  be measured are d i s t i n c t  from the 
thermoelectric leads and make thermal contact with them a t  only the 
hot Junctions (uncompensated thermopiles) o r  a t  the hot and cold 
junctions (compensated thermpi les )  . The last par t  of the review deals 
with radiatlon-masuring t h e m p i l e s  of other types. 
Johansenes ear ly  contributions (references 3 and 4 )  t o  the design 
of vacuum-operated t h e m p i l e s  a re  the basis  of much l a t e r  work. H i s  
sign1 f i cant conslusions with r e  spec t to  obtaining m a x i m  galvanom t e r  
deflection may be s tated as follows: 
1. The conductors i n  uncompensated t h e m p i l e s  should be designed 
to ex t rac t  the same quantity of heat from the receiver a s  
is l o s t  by convection and radiation. 
2. The resistance of conductors between junctions i n  compensated 
t h e m p i l e s  should be twice tha t  i n  uncompensated thermo- 
p i l e s  havlng the same receiver area per hot junction. 
3. The load resistance (~homson galvanometer) must equal tha t  of 
the thermopi l e  . 
4. The conductors between hot and cold junctions should all have 
the sams r a t i o  of thermal conductance to  e l e c t r i c a l  
resistance .' 
I n  arr iving a t  these conclusions Johansen assumed tha t  the 
"Beschaffenhei t" " c" of the Thomson galvanomter was fixed but tha t  
-4 
I the resistance could be varied; i n  his nomenclature c = - J1 be i np, 
J, 2c' 
1 Conditions ( 3 )  and ( 4 )  were actual ly  s e t  for th  much e a r l i e r  by 
Lord Rayleigh ( reference 16), who w a s  concerned, however, with the 
possible use of thermopiles t o  obtain e l e c t r i c  power from a source of 
heat and not f o r  the measurement of radiat ion.  
the current required t o  produce l-millimeter deflection, C the 
galvanomter resistance, and hence J1% the power supplied t o  the 
galvanometer. This assumption of a fixed value of c is, then, 
equivalent to  s t a t ing  that the value o r  measure of a e m i t i v i t y  of a 
thermopile is  the power that can be obtained from it. It is clear,  
from Johansenes formulas, that the rnaximum power available from a 
thermopile of the type tha t  he analyzed and of fixed receiver area 
does not depend on the number of junctions o r  on the corresponding 
values of thermopile resistance. 
The concept of thermopile output i n  terms of parer took on 
additional significance when it was  discovered, many years a f t e r  the 
publication of Johansen" work, t ha t  there i s  a theoret ical  miniraum 
of d i r ec t  current detectable by a DqArsonval galvanometer (reference 17) 
o r  by any other mans ( reference 18) and that t h i s  l i m i t ,  f o r  a given 
temperature and time of observation, depends only on the v i r tua l  power 
of the t h e m p i l e  o r  p n e r a t i v e  c i rcu i t ,  t ha t  ia ,  
( Electromotive force ) /kesistance, a quantity d i r ec t ly  proportional 
2 t o  the obtainable power output. I n  order to  approach the l i m i t  of 
detection i n  practice, it i s  necessary, f i r s t ,  t ha t  a l l  perturbations 
be reduced t o  the same order of magnitude as those due t o  Brownian 
motion alone and second, tha t  the very s m a l l  deflections obtained be 
magnified, opt ical ly  o r  otherwise, so a s  t o  be observable. I s ing  
(reference 17) showed that M o l l  and Burger (reference 19) had attained 
these very d i f f i c u l t  conditions, and l a t e r  workers have reduced 
Brownian perturbation6 as low o r  lower. (See, f o r  exanple, reference 20. ) 
The very small deflections of the primary galvanomters i n  these 
examples were magnified by e i the r  a thermoelectric re lay  (reference 19) 
o r  photoelectric relay (reference 20) . Both 5-s of re lay  are  s i m i l a r  
i n  principle to  the thermoelectric relay proposed by Wilson and Epps 
(reference 21) i n  that a spot of l i g h t  from the mirror of the primary 
galvanonrster f a l l s  on two adjacent and symmetrically disposed heat- 
sensi t ive surfaces ( o r  light-sensi t i v e  surfaces i n  the photoelectric 
relays)  the e l e c t r i c a l  c i r cu i t s  of which are  connected, voltages i n  
opposition, t o  a secondary galvanometer. 
It i s  desirable to  consider a system devised by Pfund called 
resonance rahiomtry (reference 22), since i ts  use requires special  
properties i n  a thermopile - namsly, rapid response and, i n  the case of 
e lectronic  amplif i cation, power output a t  high ' ,hempile  resistance. 
%hen th l s  expression i s  applied to  the case of a DqAreonval 
galvanometer, the term "resistance" should be taken to  mean the 
resis tance i n  %he en t i r e  c i r c u i t  ( thermopile plus galvanom t e r )  . There 
appears, however, t o  be no theoret ical  l i m i t  t o  the extent to  which 
c o i l  resistence i n  a goo& galvanometer of long period can be made 
small i n  comparison with the external resistance required fo r  c r i t i c a l  
damping; fo r  any given r a t i o  of c o i l  t o  thermopile resistance, moreover, 
the expression is sti 11 d i rec t ly  >roportional t o  obtainable power 
output . 
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In  these resonance systems the thermopile is periodically shielded from. 
the radiation t o  be measured so tha t  it produces an alternating voltage, 
The alternating voltage is used t o  build up resonance i n  a tuned system 
consisting, i n  Pfund" case, of an underdsmped D"~rsval galvanomter 
connected by mans of a photoelectric relay t o  another galvanometer, 
also underdamped. As Czerny (reference 24), Van Lear (reference 25), 
and Hardy (reference 20) have shown, t h i s  'system i n  theory i s  l e s s  
ef f ic ient  than tha t  of a c r i t i c a l l y  damped galvanometer connected t o  
a thermopile subjected to  uninterrupted irradiation, but i n  practice 
i s  actually more ef f ic ient  when a relat ively long period - of the order 
of 1 minute o r  m r e  - is available for  observation. Harris and Scholp 
(reference 15) have applied the principle of resonance radiometry t o  
electronic amplification and were able to  detect 10-8 vol t  a t  2 cycles 
per second. It must be emphasized that  electronic amplification does 
not of fer  the possibi l i ty of lowering the theoretical l i m i t  of power 
detectable (see references 18, 26, and 27), but it may pernit improve- 
ment i n  s tabi l i ty ,  portability,  ease of operation, and cost of 
apparatus. 
Several contributions have dealt  with the design of $har:mpiles 
to  be used with particular galvanomters, particularly of the DtArsonval 
type. Firestme (reference 5 )  showed tha t  the conductor and receiver 
relations developed by Johansen ( references 3 and 4 )  are applicable 
to the case of the thermopile connected t o  a D'Arsonval galvanomter, 
and he developed formulas for  computing optimum conductor resistances 
and numbers of junctions fo r  conventional thermopiles of given t o t a l  
receiver area fo r  the following cases: (1)  a !Phomson galvanometer of 
given resistance; (2 )  a D8Arsonval galvanometer requiring a given 
resistance for  perfect damping; and ( 3) a D'Arsonval galvanometer with 
adjustable magnetic shunt. Cartmight (references 6, 8, and 28) covers 
much the sam growad and considers carefully the minimum radiant 
energies detectable by variaus instrumen",. He also pays consfderable 
at tent ion 20 the degree t o  which optimum efficiency i s  approached with 
thermopiles having less  than the optimum number of junc t i~ns .  Notice 
should be taken of the valuable detailed informat-ton given by 
Cartmight, and Strong (reference 29) concerning methods of design and 
construc+,ion of sensitive and quick-acting thermopiles and of properties 
of materials available for  use i n  thermopiles and auxiliary apparatus. 
The perfo-rmance curves given toward the end of that  a r t i c l e  may be 
misleading i n  some instances since there must be a limitation, not 
mentione3, with respect t o  galvanometer resistance (presumably to  
15 ohms as  i n  the curves of ~txrtwright, reference 6). 
Neither Johansen nor Firestone considers the ef fec t  on deaign of 
the Pel t ier ,  Thornson, and Joule effects  (see reference 30 fo r  deffnition 
of these terms). Altenkirch (reference 31) t r ea t s  of these matters i n  
- -- -- - - 
3 
It is worth noting i n  t h i s  connection that  direct-current voltages 
can be converted to alternating-current voltages by the use of a 
commutator and with the introduction of extraneous voltages no greater 
than 5 X 10-~~according t o  Gunn (reference 23). 
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d e t a i l d t h  respect to  power production. The Thornson and Joule ef fec ts  
are considered by a l l  workers t o  be negligible when temperature dif- 
ferences are small, a s  is the case with ther'mopilee, uaed to  measure 
radiation. Coblenz (reference 32) studies the changes i n  the electro- 
motive force of certain thermopiles caused by the different Pel t ie r  
cooling when used on galvanometers having different resistances; he 
found these changes t o  be'negligible i n  the examples considered. 
Cmtwright allowed for  the Pe l t i e r  effect i n  equations descriptive of 
the performance of conventional thermopiles and concluded that the 
voltage correction was generally lass  than 10 percent i n  the case of 
a properly constructed thermopile having bismuth-tin and bismuth 
conductors with a thermoelectric power of 125 microvolts per degree 
centigrade (reference 28) and about 1 percent fo r  an iron-constantan 
thermopile with thermoelectric power of about 56 rnlcrovolts per degree 
centigrade (reference 6 ) .  In reference 6 a cut-and-try method fo r  
determining design optima i s  proposed i n  which allowance is made for  
the Pel t ier  effect .  Such allowance, however, can resul t  i n  only a 
very s l ight  increase i n  sens i t iv i ty  unless new t h e m e l e c t r i c  materials 
are discovered having considerably improved properties. 
Altenkirch (reference 31) showed clearly, as  night also have been 
inferred fromRayleigh8s equations, tha t  the su i t ab i l i ty  of a pa i r  of 
thermoelectric materials, a s  f a r  as the i r  thermal and e lec t r i ca l  
properties are concerned, is only a function of the thermoelectric 
power of the combination and of the r a t i o  of the thermal and e lec t r i ca l  
conductivities of each. High r e s i s t i v i t i e s  are, then, disadvantageous 
i n  theory only because they are generally accompanied by marked 
deviations from the Franz-Wiedemann law. Such deviations, as well as 
high res i s t iv i t i e s ,  are both characteristic of materiala giving very 
high thermoelectric power. (See references 33 and 34 .) 
Considerable discussion has appeared i n  regard to  receiver 
coatings. Soot from burning o i l  and camphor is  frequently used (see, 
f o r  example, reference lo ) ,  eas i ly  applied, and generally considered 
t o  be satisfactory. Pfund (references 35 and 36) found that  greater 
absorption over a wider range could be obtained by the use of bismuth 
black evaporated from a hot filazlhent i n  a pa r t i a l  vacuum. Other lnetals 
may be used i n  a similar manner, as, for  example, antimony (reference 13) . 
The heat capacity of the coatings mentioned may be greater than that of 
a very thin uncoated receiver; thus Firestons (reference 5 )  found that 
quicker response was obtained when his receivers were blackened with 
"aquadagl* instead of soot, and M o l l  and Burger (reference 9 )  likewise 
found soot inferior  to  an aqueous suspension of colloidal carbon, an 
e f fec t  whlch has been attributed i n  part, however, to  poor conductivity 
of soot i n  vacuum (reference 10).  Cartwight has pointed out tha t  very 
substantial increases i n  sensi t ivi ty can be obtained by the use of 
coatings having high absorptivity f o r  the radiations to be masured 
and low exnisslvity a t  the wavelengths characteristic of radiations a t  
receiver temperature. Platinum black, fo r  example, which i s  highly 
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absorbent i n  the visible range, i s  stated to  have k emissivity of 
only 0.25 or  0,20 (references 6 and 29) a t  l o w  wavelengths. 
Thermopiles operated i n  a i r  present a somewhat different problem 
from those operated i n  vacuum. Firestone (referense 5 )  suggests the 
use of the sans formulas with the introduction of a much larger value 
of u n i t  thermal condustance to  allow for  power l o s t  from the receiver 
surface by convection. Cartwright (reference 6), however, points out 
that  the power loss f r o m  the leads by convection may be a s  great as 
that from the receiver so that the postulate on which the formulas 
for  vacuum t h e m p i l e s  are based - that no power is l o s t  from the 
condwtor surfaces - is  not even approximately realized i n  practice. 
This author introduces i n  h is  formulas empirical expressions for  unit 
thermal conductance obtained from Warrb~rg (reference 37) but makes the 
somewhat dubious postulate that the tsmperature drop along the con- 
ductors is  linear with respect to distance. Collins (reference 38, 
pp. 37-44), i n  his  treatment of power loss by convection and radiation 
from conductors i n  a t h e m p i l e  of other than the conventional type, 
postulates that the temperature drop with distance from the hot 
junction is the same as would occur i n  a conductor of inf in i te  length; 
the actual drop i n  a thermopile of good design lmrst be considerably 
greater. The l i tera ture  on heat loss from conductors i n  a i r  leaves 
a good deal to  be desired. 
The efficiency, with respect to  e lect r ica l  energy produced by 
irradiation of a given intensity on a given receiver area, of well 
designed and constructed conventional thermopiles operated i n  vacuum 
is not likely to  be equaled o r  exceeded by t h e m p i l e s  of radically 
different type. Nevertheless, much attention has been devoted to 
unconventional designs with, generally, one o r  more of the following 
aims: to increase the number of junctions possible and thus increase 
the voltage response ( a t  the expense of higher internal resistance); 
to  decrease the time and s k i l l  required for  construction; o r  to 
increase the rapidity of response. It is also possible that  the 
efficiency of unconventional thermopiles operated i n  a i r  might equal 
o r  exceed that of conventional t h e m p i l e s  under equivalent condi-t;ions. 
I n  practically a l l  thermpiles of unconventional type (but not that of 
Gier and Boelter, reference 2) portions of the conductors act also as 
receivers. 
Wilson and Epps (reference 21) i n  an early important contribution 
of th7.s nature, describe methods of constructing thermopiles by the 
electrodeposition of one of the thermoelectric m t a l s  on the othsr. 
By winding fine constantan w l r e  i n  spaced coils  of one layer and many 
turns, partly immersing such coils  i n  an electrolyte, and plating on 
s i lver  o r  copper, thermopiles were produced that have many Junctions 
i n  series, the hot and cold junctions being connected alternately by 
unplated and plated constantan wire. Since the thermal and elect r ica l  
conductivities of the plating were much greater than those of the core, 
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the plated wire responded very much as though the core were absent. 
The authors made many experiments t o  determine the optimum thicknesses 
of plat ing and lengths of plated and unplated conductors, but the 
'values obtained appear to  be not a t  a l l  general i n  application. 
The deposition technique, as applied by Wilson and Epps, has 
cer ta in  l imitat ions.  For example, (1 )  some metals and alloys otherwise 
desirable from a t h e m e l e c t r i c  standpoint cannot be readi ly plated; 
(2 )  i n  order to  avoid loss  of voltage due t o  currents i n  the core of the 
plated conductora, the sheath must have re la t ive ly  high conductance 
and hence be re la t ive ly  thick; and ( 3 )  f o r  equal lengths of conductors 
the r a t i o s  of thermal t o  e l e c t r i c a l  resis tance cannot be made equal. 
Among methods devised by l a t e r  workers f o r  removing one o r  m r e  of 
these disadvantages i s  tha t  of Kersten and Schaffert  (reference 12) . 
The tm thermoelectric m t a l s  were plated on different ,  but overlapping, 
portions of a s ta in less -s tee l  form and the plated metal atripped o f f .  
In  one instance a polished s t e e l  rod w a s  plated on opposite, but 
overlapping, s ides  with d i f fe rent  metals, the rod put i n  a lathe, 
and a s p i r a l  cu t  made through the deposited metals. The l o w  a p i r a l  
ribbon consisting of a l te rna te  lengths of the two mstals was then 
stripped off  and wound on a form of appropriate dimensions. In 
V W ~ O U S  t r i a l s  cobalt, nickel, copper, cadmium, iron, s i lve r ,  and 
brass were a l l  plated and stripped successfully; when very thin s t r i p s  
were produced, they were strengthened with varnish before being stripped 
and the varnish l a t e r  removed with turpentine. Mialer (reference 11) 
produced thermcouples with al loys of r e l a t ive ly  high thermoelectric 
' power by plat ing very th in  s t r i p s  of e lec t ro ly t ica l ly  produced Mckel 
f o i l  w i t h  copper on one end and chromium on the other and then holding 
them at  red heat u n t i l  the plated metals diffused in to  the nickel 
core. It seems possible tha t  t h i s  method could be applied to  the 
production of multijunction t h e m p i l e s  although t h i s  apparently has 
not been done. 
A r e su l t  somewhat similar t o  !&ller% is obtainable by a d i f fe rent  
method devised by Moll as  early,  apparently, as 1913. (see references 9 
and 39.) A s t r i p  of manganin and one of constantan are  soldered 
together with s i lver ,  edge to  edge, and the joined s t r i p s  then rol led 
out i n  the direct ion of the s i l v e r  seam. By cut t ing perpendicular to  
the seam, a large number of thin thermocouples of any desired width 
can be produced. An etching technique was used i n  soms cases t o  produce 
very minute junctions of desired shape. 
Very th in  themcouples  and thermpi les  can be produced by 
sputtering o r  by evaporating i n  vacuum; f o r  de ta i l s ,  see references 40 
t o  42. The metals a re  usually precipitated on a th in  nonmstallic film 
the durabi l i ty  and heat capacity of which a re  important because i ts  
removal, as discovered by Easrf  a and. Johnson (reference 43), is 
sometimes impracticable. These authors devised a method f o r  making 
filma composed par t ly  of cellulose n i t r a t e  which a re  exceedingly th in  
and a t  the same time s u q r i s i n g b  strong. Films 0.1 micron thick 
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survived prolonged sputtering, whereas films 1 micron i n  thickness were 
capable, according to the authors, of holding a vacuum over an area of 
approximately 12 square millimeters. Improved specifications are given 
by Harris and Scholp (reference 15) . 
Burger and Van C i t t e r t  (reference 13) constructed a thermelect r ic  
relay by evaporation of bismuth and antimony i n  films of 1 and 0.5 micron 
thiclcness, respectively. The thermoelectric power was only 75 micro- 
volts per degree centigrade a s  compared with an expected maximum 
of 150; the low value was shown to  be due t o  the orientation of the 
bfsmuth crystals.  Johnson and Harris ( reference 44) using bismuth 
films obtained by sputtering, found tha t  the thermelectr ic  power 
( against antimny) depends on the thickness of the bismuth, m u n t i n g  
to  73 microvolts per degree centigrade a t  1 micron o r  thicker but 
dropping to  30 microvolts a t  a thickness of 0.05 micron. These limi- 
tat ions are unfortunate since other pure metals are not so favorable 
as  b i smth  would be i n  the absence of the disadvantages mentioned, and 
alloys are d i f f i cu l t  to control i n  sputtering o r  evaporating. The 
diffusion method of m l e r  (reference 11) might perhaps be applicable 
for  films which can be self-supporting. 
Harria (reference 7) worked out equations fo r  temperature of 
sputtered thermopiles exposed t o  fluctuating radiation as a fwnction 
of distance from junction and t i m e .  Harris and Scholp (reference 15) 
measured radiations with 8uch thermopiles by interposing a shutter 
between the source and the t h e m p i l e ,  connecting the thermopile to  
an alternating-current electronic amplifier, and msasuring the 
amplifier output by a direct-current microammter i n  connection with 
a copper r e c t i f i e r  or  commutator. In the sputtering of the metal 
films i n  these thermopiles, the regions over which deposit was desired 
were masked, and the c i rcui t  was made zig-zag i n  shape, so that a l l  
cold junctions were i n  one l ine  and hot junctions i n  another. The 
distance between junctions was much greater than tha t  which would give 
maximum power output fo r  a given area irradiated, a s  evidenced by the 
experimental determination of the areas for  which radiation w a s  
effective. It would appear that many more junctions could have been 
obtained i n  the same area, and with greatly reduced resistance, by 
placing a l l  junctions i n  one l ine  and loading the cold junctions with 
re la t ive ly  thf ck deposits to  minimize the i r  temperature variation when 
exposed to  the fluctuating radiations. 
Most of the workers on unconventional thermpiles  have made 
calculations or  experimental determinations with respect to  speed of 
response. Cartwight (reference 28) clailaed a response of about 
0.1 second i n  vacuum for  a conventional thermopile, Moll and Burger 
(reference 9 )  of 2 to 3 seconds i n  vacuum with thermcouples madg of 
thermofoil, and Jones ( reference 10) claimsd 99-percent response 
i n  0.08 second with thermocouples made of rol led and plated constantan 
and operated i n  a i r .  In general, a quick response requires that the 
r a t i o  of the heat capacity of the system, the temperature of which P s  
ra i sed  by the i r radiat ion,  t o  the r a t e  of heat loss  from t h i s  system 
by conduction, convection, or  radiat ion be small (see, for example, 
Cartwright, reference 6 ) ;  a consequence of t h i s  condition i s  tha t  a l l  
thermopiles and thermocouples respond more quickly when operated i n  
a i r  than i n  vacuum. A rough fdea of the re la t ive  rap id i ty  of response 
of d i f fe rent  thermopiles can be gained by cornpad son of receiver 
thicknesses . Cartwright (reference 8) construc%ed conventional 
thermopile receivers of gold l ea f  0.1 micron i n  thickness, although 
he and Strong l a t e r  recommend 0.5 micron (reference 29) ; Moll and 
Burger (reference 9 )  maae themofoi l  1 mlcron i n  t.hickness; MGller 
(reference 12) claims t o  have reached the value of 0 - 1  micron when 
the base mtal  wes f la t tened Wollaston wire; Kersten snd Schaffert  
(reference 12) were able to  produce and wind coi l s  of f la t tened 
constantan 5 microns thick; Jones (reference 10) rol led constantan 
wire to  about 0.6 micron; am5 Johnson and H a r r i s  (reference 44) mde 
metal films a t  l e a s t  as th in  as 0.05 micron and supporting films 
l e s s  than 0.1 micron, although the films of the themopiles they 
l a t e r  used f o r  making i r rad ia t ion  measure~llents were thicker.  A s  
previously suggested, i t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  apply e f f i c i en t  radiation- 
absorbing coatings with a heat capacity not greater than tha t  of 
nietallic films of the thicknesses mentioned. 
The work on radiation-masuring thermopiles may be b r i e f ly  
smmari zed as follows : The theory has been well developed fo r  
operation i n  vacuum of the conventional thermopiles i n  which receivers 
make themnal contact with the conductors a t  t h e i r  junctions. The theory 
has not been very well developed fo r  thermpi les  of t h i s  type operated 
i n  air. Although many unconventional thermopiles have been designed 
a d  constructed, t h e i r  theory of operation has been largely neglected 
(except f o r  the excellent work of Har rb i s ,  reference 7 ) ,  and apparently 
no design c r i t e r ions  f o r  obtaining high power efficiency are found i n  
the l i t e r a t u r e  , 
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DERIVATION OF EXPRESSIONS FOR COl@UTnBFG ~ C T I O ~  TEMPEBATURES 
Definit ion of the System 
The system analyzed is defined by f igures  1 and 2 and the 
following postulates: 
1. There i s  no temperature gradient within a conductor, o r  its 
associated coating o r  binding materials, i n  a plane perpendicular t o  
the direct ion of length of t h i s  conductor. 
2. Thermal conduction pa ra l l e l  t o  the direct ion of length of the 
conductors i s  solely through these conductors and not through associated 
binding o r  coating materials. 
3. The individual themcouples  a re  placed o r  coiled s ide by s ide 
so tha t  s i m i l a r  regions of the d i f fe rent  thermcouples (and a lso  
regions 2 and 2' of f i g .  2) a re  adjacent t o  each other and e x i s t  a t  
the same temperature, 
4. The Pe l t i e r ,  Thomson, and Joule e f f ec t s  a re  negligible ( f o r  
def ini t ions of these effects ,  see reference 30).  
5. The thermopile is  disposed i n  a housing (see f i g .  4 )  the 
temperature of which is uniform and the inside surfaces of which have 
an emissivity of 1.00 ( i d e a l  radiator) .  
6. The temperature of the air  surrounding the t h e m p i  l e  is 
uniform. 
7.  I n  the case of the uncompensated thermopile, the air  temperature, 
thermocouple ends 1 and 2 ( f i g .  1) , and the housing. a re  a l l  a t  the same 
temperature , 
8. The temperature difference T - T1 between any d i f f e r e n t i a l  
a rea  of thermopile surface dA and the housing i s  80 small that the 
subst i tut ion of 4 ~ ~ 3 ( ~  - T1) i n  place of T~ - ~~4 i n  the expression 
f o r  ne t  power exchange between the two by radiat ion introduces only a 
negli  glble error .  
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9 .  The average values of e and of f c  f o r  the surfaces of a 
d i f f e r e n t i a l  length of conductor, considered together with i ts  
associated coating and binding materiala, a r e  uniform over the  en t i r e  
thermopile and are independent of the teWeraturesf of the conducto~s 
and. of the ambient air. 
10. A l l  par t s  of the t h e m p i l e  surface, other than the f ront  
surface of the receiver, exchange power by radiat ion with only the 
inside surfaces of the housing; except that,  i n  the compensated thermo- 
p i l e ,  there may be a uniform excess o r  deficiency of i r rad ia t ion  
resu l t ing  i n  a corresponding uniform excess o r  deficiency of power 
absorption per un i t  length of conductor over the en t i r e  thermopile. 
ll. The f ront  surface of the receiver  exchanges power by radiat ion 
only with the inside surfaces of the housing and the-housing opening. 
12. The f ront  surface of the receiver i s  completely diffusing, 
and the same f r ac t ion  F 04-R of the  radiant energy leaving any 
p a r t  of it passes through the housing opening pr ior  t o  any ref lect ion.  
13. A l l  par t s  of the f ront  surface of the receiver a re  i r radiated 
a t  equal in tens i ty  by radiant  energy entering the housing opening. 
14.  A steady s t a t e  of heat flow ex i s t s  throughout the system; 
t h a t  i e ,  the temperatures a re  not a function of time. 
%he d i r ec t  proportionality found to  e x i s t  between measured 
i r rad ia t ion  and thermopile voltage is  i n  agreement with the postulate 
t h a t  the u n i t  thermal conductance, as well  as ernlssivity, i s  
independent of temperature over the ranges ordinari ly  encountered 
i n  pract ice.  
2 ~ h e  l a s t  condition is  approximated i n  a compensated tkenmpile 
constructed according t o  the method described i n  appendix E i n  tha t  
there is mutual exchange of radiant power between d i f fe rent  par t s  of 
the inside surface of the trapezoidal c o i l  which are  not necessarily 
a t  housing temperature. A deviation from the condition occurs i n  
that the self-irradiation of the inside c o i l  surface is not qui te  
uniform, being greater  on the cooler par t s  of tb conductors and l e s s  
on the warmer par t s .  The e f fec t s  of t h i s  nonuniformity a re  almost 
the same as those which would r e s u l t  from a s l igh t ly  increased 
value of f 9 .  
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Net Power Exchange from Radiometer Surfaces 
by Radiation and Convection 
The powr l o s t  by radiat ion by a differentietl  length of conductor 
may be expressed as  follows: 
(See postuZLates ( 5 ) ,  (8), and (10).  ) The power l o s t  by convection is 
The power gained by radiation by a d i f f e ren t i a l  length of conductor not 
d i r ec t ly  associated with receiver surface i s  
The power gained by radiat ion by a d i f f e ren t i a l  length of conductor 
tha t  is d i r ec t ly  associated with receiver surface may be expressed as 
f ollows : 
(See postulates (ll), (12),  and (13) .) But, by reciprocity l aw ,  
F ~ + h  x Area housing = Fh" R x Area receiver 
and 
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(See postulate ( 11) . ) On making these substi  tutf  ons, expression (B4) 
becomes : 
The net power los s  by radiat ion and convection by a d i f f e ren t i a l  length 
of conductor not d i r ec t ly  associated wZth receiver surface Is then: 
E ~ r e s s i o n  ( ~ 1 )  + Expression (B2) - klxpression (B3) 
S i m i  l a r ly ,  net power loss  by radiat ion Eurd convsction by a d i f fe rent i  sl 
lengt'n of conductor d i r ec t ly  associated with receiver surface i s  given 
by: 
Expresston ( ~ 1 )  + Expression ( ~ 2 )  - Expression ( ~ 5 )  
Expresslen ( ~ 6 ) '  is +,he o m  a s  exprassion ( ~ 7 )  with GB s e t  equal t o  
zero. Zet te be the temperature a t  which, fo r  Gg = 0, no ne t  
exchange by raclistion o r  convection occurs. Then: 

32 
Prom equation (B8), 
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but 
at ¶ 
- - -  dr- kA 
d2t G'w Pftw 
dx2 
4 
CS where H = -Pf and m2 = Thia equation has the general solution: k A "  
and whsn x = 2 ,  
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therefore 
From these two  equations can be obtained: 
From equation ( ~ g ) ,  
then, 
to  COB^ mZ - t2  - (H + te)(cosh m2 - 1) 
= kh[ sinh m l  I 
and w 
4= 
- tz - (H + t,)(emZ - l)] -emz[tZ - toe-mz - (H + te)(l - e-mz 
9,=1 = kAm 
.mZ - ,-mZ 
k ~ m b ~  - 2 t 2  cosh n~ + (H + te)(2 cosh m l  - 2 j l  
2 sinh a2 
- - t 2 c o s h m 2 +  
sinh a2 L O  
Equations ( ~ 1 0 )  and ( ~ 1 1 )  may be used to  express the heat flow a t  the two ends of each of the 
four conductor lengths of figure 1 (uncompensated thermocouple) o r  of the right-hand half of figure 2 
(compensated thermocouple) by substituting t with appropriate subacripta i n  place of to  and tl  
and by se t t ing  H = O fo r  the lengths a t  the extrelpe r ight  and l e f t .  The flow a t  the r ight  end of 
the length from 1 to  x must equal the flow a t  the left-hand end of the next length; likewise the 
flow a t  the right-hand end of the length from x t o  h must equal the flow a t  the left-hand end 
of the length from h to  y, and similarly f o r  the two  lengths meet-lng a t  y. By equating the 
flows a t  these three cross sections, three simultaneous equations can be obtained fo r  
solving t,, th9 and ty i n  t e r m  of the following: w, 5, %, x, and y, values of which are 
fixed by the uni t  thermal conductance and the conductivities and dimensions of the metals; H, 
which Involves the intensi ty of i r radiat ion of the receiver; and te9 tl, and $. It is 
convenient to introduce the following new variables: 
ma from which can be obtained % = -6 
The three aim1 ous equatfons are, t b n :  
e 
tx cosh xq - th - (H + te)(cosh xq - I) 
sinh qx 
- th c08h px + (H + te)(cosh qx - 1) 
sinh qx 
Solving these three equations simul 
for the hot junction temperature th: 
(H + te) &einh PY - ( ~ 0 t h  p )  (cash py - l)] + ( H  + t,) kinh qx - (coth q)  (cosh qx - 1fl w ml 
th = + C 3 t l  + C4t2 6 coth p + coth q 
where 
f i E i n h  PY - ( ~ 0 t h  p )  (cash py - 1g + b i n h  qx - (coth q) (cosh qx - 1g 
0 = 
fi coth p + coth q 
Cg = l. 
sinh q (6 coth + coth q )  
and 
sinh p ({R coth p + coth q )  
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The value of t h  f o r  the uncompensated thermocouple is obtained Worn 
equation ( ~ 1 2 )  by set t ing:  
tl = 0, t2 = 0, and te = 0 
( see postulate ( 7 ) ,  appendix 8) which gives : 
Equation (812) also applies t o  the right-hand half of figure 2 f o r  
the compensated thermopile, and a lso  to  ths  l e f t  half of t h i s  figure 
by symmetry, p~ovided H . i s  s e t  equal to  zero. The term 9 can 
be used instead of t2* (expression ( 3 ) ) .  This gives, then, the 
following two simultaneous equations: 
tc = te + c3.(tl - t,) + cq(t2 - t,) 
By subtracting, the following is obtained: 
th - t, = d Temperature difference be- 
tween junctions fo r  compen- 
sated thermpi  l e  
The temperature difference between junctions is  therefore the same for 
the compensated thermocouple of figure 2 as f o r  the uncompensated 
thermocouple of figure 1. I n  the case of the compensated thermocouple, 
however, the temperature difference is  independent of te and henze of 
the temperature of the ambient air  and of any radiation resul t ing i n  a 
power absorption tha t  is uniform, per uni t  length of conduztor, over 
the en t i r e  t h e m p i l e .  
DERWATION OF BXDXSSIOIB FOR VOLTAGE LOSS DUE TO C I R m ' P I : S  
I3 TBE SHEATH ARlD CORE OF SLATED C 
The system analyzed is indicated by the following postulates and 
sketch: 
1. The t h e m e l e c t r i c  power is  uniform over the temperature range 
involved 
2. The sheath and core are miform i n  cross section 
3. The contact resistance between unit area of the core and 
sheath Interface is zero 
\ Core -+I 4 i '  
Cross section of part length of a plated-type 
t h e m p i l e  conductor. 
The voltage difference between the ends of an lanplated section 
can be only the resistance drop (Current x Resistance). Therefore, 
an expression is obtained for  the voltage difference between the ends 
of a plated section, Tfnte difference i s  written ae followa : 
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Considering a d i f f e ren t i a l  length of conductor, the sum of voltages i n  
the following complete c i r c u i t  must equal zero: core t o  sheath; along 
sheath distance ax; sheath t o  core; back along core distance dx. 
This c i r cu i t  is expressed diagrarmr~atically and algebraically as 
follows : 
t x  t‘ e ( t f  + d t )  
e t x  - ( I  - i ) ~ ,  dx - e ( tx  + d t )  + i R c  dx = 0 
from which is obtained: 
The required voltage (expression ( ~ 1 )  ) i s  thus given by two terms on 
the right-hand side of equation ( ~ 2 ) .  The first of these is th3 drop 
which would r e s u l t  from current I flowing through th5 resistanze 
obtained by connecting the core and shssth In pa ra l l e l  -hence the 
azttlal resistance of the plated section - and the second term is ths 
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t h e m e l e c t r i c  power multiplied by th3 temperature difference (as  i n  an 
ordinar;l! themcouple ) , multiplied i n  turn .by the factor  given below: 
Factor allowing fo r  reduction i n  voltage 
due t o  currents circulating i n  the sheath = R c (c3) 
and core of a plated conductor Be + Rs 
This factor may be expressed i n  terms of R,  D, and 8 a s  follows: 
l"heri&l conductance of sheath = (R - D) ( Thermal conductance the unreduced core 
But : 
s = 
Thermal conductance of sheath/Elec t r i c a l  conductance of sheath 
Thermal corductance of core,hlectrical conductance of core 
and : 
Thermal conductance of sheath = Thermal conductance) ( R - D ) 
of unreduced core 
conductmc 
of unreduced core 
Elec t r ica l  conductance of sheath = 
8 
(R - D) 
therefore : 
Electr ical  resistance of sheath = R - D  
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Subst i tut ing i n  equation ( C 3 )  gives ths  followfng: 
Factor allowing f o r  reduction i n  voltage R - D  due to  currents c irculat ing i n  the sheath = 
an3 core of a plated conductor R - D + D s  
It should be noted that t h i s  expression does not include the 
voltage loss  due to  reduction of the temperature difference between 
junctions caused by the P e l t i e r  e f f e c t  of the circulat ing current.  
This temperature reduction is, however, exceedingly small compared with 
tha t  due to  heat conduction along the plated conductor where R i s  
reasonably large.  
COWARATNE EFFIClENCY OF TlERMOPILEj ANALYZED JX THIS REPORT 
AM> 'lxmU4OPII;ES OF THE EN TYPE 
The purpose of thts appendix i s  to  ascer tain the degree to  which 
the power eff ic iency of thermopiles of the type analyzed i n  t h l s  r e p r t  
approaches the theore t ica l  maximum. This maximum, it i s  postulated, is 
t h a t  a t ta ined i n  a t h e m p i l e  of the type analyzed by Johansen 
(references 3 and k ) ,  i n  which perfect ly  conducting receivers make 
contact with the the rme lec t r i c  wires only a t  t he i r  Junctions and i n  
which the wires lose no power by radiat ion o r  convection. It shoul3 
be noted tha t  i n  both systems the P e l t i e r  effect ,  a s  well as  the 
Thomson and Joule e f fec ts ,  is neglected, The comparison is made for  a 
s ingle  thermocouple of each type, and is based on the following 
condi ti ons : 
1. The thermocouples compared are  e i the r  both uncompensated o r  
compensated 
2. The areas of the f ront  receiver surfaces a re  the sane 
3. The properties of the metals of one thermocouple are  the same 
as those of the other  
4. The average u n i t  thermal conductance f o r  heat l o s s  by radiat ion 
and convection fo r  both aides of the receiver of the 
Johansen thermopile i s  equal to  f V o r  the type analyzed 
herein 
5 .  A value of P = 2 i s  taken, which corresponds t o  the f l a t  
receiver of the Johansen thermocouple 
6. The power absorbed by the f ront  surface of the receiver i n  
excess of tha t  required to  produce equality of junction 
temperatures, G V i s  the sasle f o r  the two thermocouples 
compared 
7. The absorptivity a' is  the sm f o r  the receiving surfaces 
of the two thermocouples 
Equation ( 2 )  is  used aa a measure of efficiency f o r  the reasons 
previously discussed. It i s  shown tha t  equation (2 ) ,  f o r  a compensated 
thermopile of the type t reated i n  t h i s  report, can be expressed ss i n  
equation (3b)-. The efficiency f o r  an uncompensated couple is twice 
t h i s  value since the resistance i s  half a s  great  and the electromotive 
force the same; raultiplylng, therefore, the right-hand side of 
equation (3b) by 2, and se t t ing  P = 2 (see condition ( 5 ) )  gives: 
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2 f o r  an uncompensated thermocouple - 
- 
aeGBe C 
of the type t reated i n  t h i s  report  a r ( ~ 1 )  2kafe 
I n  the Johansen themnocouple: 
Temperature of receiver = G" 
2( 2f' ) 
(See condition ( l ) ,  appendix A. ) The e lec t romt ive  force is  e t i m e s  
t h i s  value, or: 
G8 e Electromtive force = -
4f' 
The thermocouple resistance can be expressed as follows: 
a b Themcouple resis tance = - + - 
CaA, C & s  
where a and b are  the lengths of the two conductors, Ca and C, 
are  the e l e c t r i c a l  conductivities of the two metals, and A, and As 
a re  the cross-eectional areas of the two conductors. 
Making these subst i tut ions i n  equation ( 2) and l e t t i n g  M represent 
the area of the f ront  surface of the receiver gives: 
f o r  an uncompensated - 
thermocouple > - (D2 
'sCa But Cs can be replaced by -
ska 
44 
and 
( see condition ( I ) ,  appendix A )  ; therefore M can be replaced 
by 1/2f0 multiplied by the right-hand side of this expression. Tke 
following a lso  holds: 
( see condition ( 4) , appendix A)  ; therefore 
On making these successive substitutions i n  equation (D2), and replacing 
- by s and its mciprocal br l/s, equation (02) becomes : 
kaC s 
f o r  an uncompensated G ~ S % . @ C ~  
Johansen 8f @ ka (1 + !/fI2 
The re la t ive  efficiency of the ty-pe of thermpile  analyzed i n  this 
report  is then obtained by dividing the right-hand s i b  of equation ( ~ 1 )  
by the right-hand side of equation (03): 
Relative efficiency, compared = Lr (l + *)2 
with Johansen thermopiles (D4) 
Since the computation of maximum T involves tinmeonawning trial-and- 
e r ro r  calculations, expression (04) is evaluated f o r  the conditions 
( 8  = 0.62, D = 1 )  fo r  which such computation has already been made. 
( see  f ig .  3 .) After the appropriate substitutions are made, the 
following i s  obtained f o r  the case i n  which R = 25 : 
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Relative efficiency = 4(0.049)(1 + JKZ)~  = 0.63 
Relativevoltage, for  fixed resistance = J0.63 = 0.80 
Operation of thermopiles i n  a i r ,  instead of i n  vacuum, results  i n  
an increase i n  the value of f" Since f-oes not appear, direct ly 
or  indirectly, i n  equation (D&), the comparison is applicable for  
e i ther  mde of operation, provided the postulates on which the 
derivations of the efficiency expressions are based can s t i l l  be 
approxilnated i n  practice. There is, however, one postulate which i s  
fa r  from realized i n  a i ~ p e r a t e d  thermopiles of the Johaneen type - 
namely, that of zero power loss by convection and radiation from the 
conductors. Cartwright s ta tes  (see reference 6) that more power may 
be l o s t  from the conductors by convection than from the receiver 
i t s e l f .  When this circumstance is  taken into account, it seema 
reasonable to  conclude that with proper design there should be l i t t l e  
or no advantage i n  efficiency, fo r  operation i n  a i r ,  of thermopiles 
of the conventional type as compared with t h e m p i l e s  i n  which parts 
of the conductors ac t  as receivers. 
APPENDIX E 
OD USE[) FOR COMSTRUCTINC SOME PLATED- 
Thermopiles of the type diagramsd i n  f igure 4 and described i n  
the t ex t  have been constructed i n  the following way: 
Cons tantan w i  r e  (NO. 40 B . & S . gage has generally been used i n  
th l  s investigation) is wound closely spaced on two round rods supported 
i n  a demountable f r a m ~ ,  a s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  figure 5. These rods are 
vitreous enameled, except near t h e i r  ends, so tha t  i n  the subsequent 
plat ing operation the wires w i l l  not become attached to  the rods. 
Previous to  the winding, a long, narrow s t r i p  of metal f o i l  is l igh t lg  
cemented to  one of the rods; the wire is wound over t h i s  f o i l  which 
thus serves t o  short--circuit a l l  the turns.  This short  c i rcu i t ing  
permits uniform plat ing of the d i f fe rent  turns even though the plat ing 
current is  introduced through the ends of the constantan wires. 
The optimum length of the unplated regions of the conductors i s  
re la t ive ly  short  f o r  reasonable values of R .  A s t r i p  of t issue paper 
of width equal to  t h i s  length i s  cemented over the wires where they 
are i n  contact with one of the rods and i n  such a posit ion tha t  it 
a l so  covers the s t r i p  of mstal f o i l .  It is worth while lacquering 
unprotected metal surfaces of the frame before plat ing so a s  to  l i m i t  
the s i l v e r  deposit t o  the wires. The whole assembly is  now wsshed 
i n  a hot potassium-cyanide solution and then immersed i n  the plating 
bath and the desired thickness of s i l v e r  is  applied; t h i s  thickness 
is controlled by f ixing current a n d  time . 
After being washed and dried the assembly i s  soaked i n  acetone 
and the s t r i p  of t issue paper removed. The wires are  now to be cemented 
together in to  a solid sheet except where they are  near, o r  i n  contact 
with, the supporting rods. Lacquer of phenol-f mldehyde  cemsnt, 4 
applied with a brush, has been found sui table  f o r  t h i s  purpose. It 
may be brushed on i n  a current of w a r m  e i r ,  o r  the lacquer may be 
thickened f i r s t  by leaving it f o r  many days i n  PA unstoppered bot t le .  
Additional strength is obtained by laying a few thin glass  threads 
perpendicular t o  the wires when the lacquer is a plied. The assembly, B a f t e r  drying i n  a i r ,  is placed i n  an oven a t  275 F f o r  about 7 mlnutes; 
t h i s  br ief  baking part ly  s e t s  the lacquer but leaves i t  very f lex ib le ,  
The enamled rods are  now rotated, by means of pins inserted i n  the 
holes a t  the i r  ends, u n t i l  the unlacquered portions of wire are f ree  
an& the lacquered portions a re  i n  contact with the rods. The s t r i p  
of f o i l ,  whlch generally s tays with the wires rather  than ?he rod, is 
now removed, and lacquer is applied t o  the free wires a s  before. The 
c o i l  i s  placed i n  the oven again fo r  5 ralnutes. 
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A t  t h i s  stage the Prams is demunted and the coi l ,  which becomes 
approximately e l l i p t i c a l  i n  cross section, is removed. Since the 
lacquer i s  very f lexible ,  the c o i l  can eas i ly  be pressed around metal 
forms of appropriate dimensions in to  the desired trapezoidal shape. 
The c o i l  is next placed i n  an oven f o r  a t  l e a s t  20 minutes at 275' F. 
The en t i r e  external surface is  subsequently blackened by any of the 
usual methods; f o r  example, the c o i l  is usually painted with a 
suspension of Impblack i n  turpentine and subsequently sooted over a 
flame. The completed thermopiles are attached t o  supports by human 
hairs  l i gh t ly  cemented to the co i l s  ; these ha i rs  should not, of course, 
make contact with the thermopiles near the conductor junctions. 
GENERAL COMLvIEPJTS OH TBtE DESIGN OF PIL;E 
RADIOME3m? HOUSINGS 
SOD of the problems involved i n  housing design a re  presented i n  
this section, and some relat ions and mthods basic to  the i r  solution 
a r e  discussed and i l l u s t r a t ed .  
A n  Ideal  Housing 
The conditions i n  the following list are  proposed as characterizing 
an idea l  housing. Although these conditions cannot be attained i n  
practice,  the degrees to  which they.are approached - evaluated with 
respect t o  t h e i r  des i rab i l i ty  o r  necessity i n  the part icular  appli- 
cations intended - constitute c r i t s r ions  of success i n  housing design. 
1. An idea l  housing shields  the t h e m p i l e  from radiat ion 
originating outside the housing except f o r  the exposure of the receiver 
t o  the radiat ion tha t  it is desired t o  masure; the l a t t e r ,  however, 
can be selected by the housing only with respect t o  direct ion of 
propagation and location i n  space o r  to  c r i te r ions  of equivalent 
meaning . 
2. The radiation entering the opening of an idea l  housing and 
incident upon the receiver during measurement is the s a m  a s  tha t  
exis t ing i n  the absence of the radiometer and i s  sfmilarly located with 
respect t o  direct ion of propagation and posit ion i n  space. 
3. An Ideal  housing i r rad ia tes  the thermopile uniformly from a l l  
directions except f o r  the i r rad ia t ion  of the receiver surface from the 
direct ion of the housing openirig o r  from the direct ion of a lens or  
re f lec tor  tha t  may be mounted within the housing. 
4. The i r rad ia t ion  of the t h e m p i l e  from the inside surface of an 
idea l  housing i s  constant with respect to time. 
5 .  An idea l  housing of a thermopile operated i n  a i r  protects the 
t h e m p i l e  from movements of a i r  originating outside the housing. 
6. A n  idea l  housing of a t h s m p i l e  operated i n  a i r  maintains the 
air  surroundinhj the thermopile a t  a constant a n d  uniform temperature. 
'The l imits  of receiver sens i t iv i ty  also place cer tain r e s t r f  ctlona 
on the specification of radiation than can be measured. 
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Materials of Construction 
Conditions (3 ) ,  (4), and ( 6 )  require f o r  t h e i r  ::ealization a 
uniform and constant temperature of the housing, o r  a t  l e a s t  of that 
part  of it immediately surrounding the t h e m p i l e .  
I n  a housing eqosed  t o  nonuniformity of a i r  temperature o r  of 
i r radiat ion,  a s  i s  often necessary under conditions of use, there w i l l  
be at equilibrium a transfer  of power by conduction f r o m  regions of 
greater absorption to  regions of lesser  absorption. The magnitudes 
of the consequent temperature differences w i l l  be inversely related,  
f o r  given conditions and housing dimsnsions, to  the thennal con- 
ductivi t y  k of the housing material. Such conductivity should 
therefore be high. It is possible, however, t o  compensate within 
limits f o r  a deficiency of conductivity by increase of housing-wall 
thickness, provided the thickness i s  small with respect t o  housing radius 
so tha t  such increase w i l l  have r e l a t ive ly  l i t t l e  e f f ec t  on over-all  
outside housing dimensions. 
Alteration of thermal environment, of ten madvoidable i n  practice,  
may r e s u l t  i n  a ne t  exchange of power between a housing and i ts  
surroundings and a consequent s h i f t  i n  average temperature of the 
Irouairg as e. whole. The t i m e  required f o r  the a t t a i m n t  of near 
equilibrium i n  t h i s  respect f o r  housing8 of substant ial  construction 
i s  l ike ly  t o  be very great, and it is usually important, therefore, 
that the t h e m p i l e  be usable during a period of such s h i f t .  Such use 
is f ac i l i t a t ed  i f  the r a t e  of s h i f t  i s  low, and since t h i s  ra te ,  f o r  
given conditions and housing dimensions, is inversely related to  the 
heat capacity per unit volume 
cp7 of th9 housing material, it i s  
generally desirable t h a t  such capacity be large.  It is possible, 
however, t o  compensate f o r  deficiency i n  heat capacity by increase 
of w a l l  thickness under the conditions described i n  the preceding 
paragraph. 
When masuremnt of i r rad ia t ion  is based on t h e m p i l e  output 
and housing temperature, any nonuniformity of the temperature w i l l  
r e s u l t  i n  e r rors  of unknown magnitude. It is therefore desirable i n  
such cases tha t  a s t a t e  of uniformity be approached as rapidly as 
possible on removal of circumstances producing a temperature difference. 
The r a t e  of approach to  uniformity, fo r  given conditions and housing 
dimensions, increases with increased d i f fus iv i ty  k/cpy of the housing 
material .  
It appears, then, that  high conductivity, high heat capacity, 
and high d i f fus iv i ty  are  generally advantageous, although the r e l a t ive  
des i r ab i l i t y  of each depends on other  features  of radiometer design 
and on the manner of use ,  The values of these properties of some metals which are ,  o r  might be 
considered t o  be, sui table  f o r  housings a re  l i s t e d  below: 
S i lver  
Copper 
Aluminum 
Magnesium 
- 
Brass ( 6 ~ p e r c e n t  copper, 
+percent zinc ) 
Iron 495 39 66 0 59 
It w i l l  be noted t h a t  s i l v e r  is bes t  with respect t o  d i f fu s iv i ty  and conductivity; its use is often 
t o  be preferred aside from the matter of cost .  Copper has a higher heat capacity and a nearly equal 
conductivity, and i ts d i f fus iv i ty  is  about two-thirds that of s i l ve r ;  copper may be rated, therefore, 
from nearly a s  good a8 s i l v e r  to,  i n  some applications, possibly be t te r .  Aluminum, however, is much 
l i gh te r  and has a d i f fus iv i ty  nearly equal to,  and a conductivity not much l e s s  than, tha t  of copper. 
The heat capacity of a l ~ n u m  is somwhat less, but t h i s  may frequently be compensated f o r  by the use 
of thicker w a l l s  without eliminating i ts  advantage i n  weight. Magnesium, i n  turn, is s l i gh t ly  superior 
t o  aluminum i n  d i f f i e i v i t y  and w i l l  weigh l e s s  f o r  a c ro~s-eec t iona l  area  providing equal conductance; 
i ts  heat capacity f o r  a given weight i s  a l so  s l i g h t l y  greater .  Therefore, i n  those cases i n  which s 0 
the necessary thickness of w a l l  does not contribute too large a proportion of the o v e r + % l l  outside b 
housing dimsnsions o r  is not otherwise objectionable, aluminum may be considered superior t o  copper, 
and magnesium t o  aluminum. The use of brass cannot be jus t i f ied ,  and the use of i ron  o r  s t e e l  could a 2 
be considered desirable only from the standpoint of' cost .  0 
I 
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Properties of Housing Surfaces 
The external surfaces of a housing should have a high re f l ec t iv i ty  
for  any irradiat ion the temporal o r  spacial nonuniformity of which 
might cause local  o r  extensive temperature changes i n  confl ict  with 
condition (3) ,  (4 ) ,  o r  (6) .  Polished gold plate  has excellent 
ref lec t iv i ty  for  the longer wavelengths, such as are characteristic of 
thermally produced radiation emitted by materials a t  temperatures 
below tha t  of incandescence; the most commonly used poliehed mstals, 
such as chromium and nickel plate, aluminum, and freshly polished 
copper or  brass, are also quite highly ref lect ive fo r  radiation of t h i s  
character. When variable heating ef fec ts  of radiation of shorter wave- 
length are l ike ly  t o  be of importance, as i n  cases of exposure to  
d i rec t  sunlight, a careFul comparison should be made of the reflec- 
t i v i t i e s  to such radiation of the various metallic, as well as of 
no- t a l l i c  , coatings available . 
A ref lect ive coating on the front  surfaces of any baff les  that  
may be provided i n  a houeing between the opening and the receiver 
surface w i l l  tend t o  divert incident radiation and consequent heating 
toward the front part of the housing, i f  not actually through the 
housing opening, thus providing pa r t i a l  protection from uneven heating 
for  that part of the housing immediately surrounding the t h e m p i l e  . 
An approach t o  conditions ( l ) ,  (2), (3) ,  and (4)  is fac i l i ta ted  
by a high absorptivity of a l l  inside surfaces of the housing except 
the front  surface of the baff les  and, of course, also any reflectors  
that may be used to concentrate the energy to be msasured onto the 
receiver surface. The application of a f l a t  black paint followed by 
sooting over a flame of Diesel o i l  resul ts  i n  a highly absorbent 
surface. A previous scoring of the inside surfaces, ae by the cutting 
of threads i f  the inside is circular  i n  cross section, helps to  ensure 
an absorptivity closely approaching 1.00. 
Geometry of Housing 
The problems of size and shape are exceedingly various, and 
depend largely on the applications fo r  which a given radiometer i s  
intended. In  general, small over-all dimensions greatly f a c i l i t a t e  
an approach t o  uniformity of housing temperature, and a slmsll inaide 
diameter and the use of baff les  should assist i n  an approach t o  
conditions ( 5 )  and (6 ) .  The possibi l i ty exists  of using spaced 
double o r  t r ip le  walls i n  order t o  approach condition ( 3 )  more closely 
with a l ighter  housing. 
The following simple geometrical problem is  presented as 
i l lus t ra t ive  of the many that  ar i se  i n  particular applications: A 
simple cylindrical housing, having an opening of which the diameter P 
ie fixed by other considerations, i s  to  be used with a t h e m p i l e  
having a f lat  receiver of fixed shape and of perfect dfffusivi ty,  The 
radiation measured is t o  be limited t o  that the direction of which 
(postulating straight-line propagation) f o rm  an angle of 8 o r  leas 
with any intersecting l ine  para l le l  to  the housing axis.  The receiver 
i a  poetulated t o  "view" through the opening a diffuse source of uniform 
intensi ty.  This si tuat ion is diagram& i n  the following sketch of 
the radiomter: 
P previously determined diameter of housing opening 
T twice the greatest distance from the center of the receiver t o  
its periphery - the diagonal i n  case the receiver i s  square o r  
rectangular i n  shape 
Q distance from plane of housing opening t o  intersection of 
conetruction l ines  making angle 8 with hou'sing axis 
Q + R distance from receiver to plane of housing opening 
Given these conditions the following question may be asked: What value 
of R + Q wi l l  permit maxi- t h e m p i l e  output? 
The receiver must be a t  l eas t  Q distance from the opening, O r  
it wi l l  intercept radiation having directions of propagation fonnlng 
angles with l ines  para l le l  to the axis  of the radiomster greater than 8 .  
For the earns reason the receiver area must be included within the 
construction l ines  shown making angle ,  8 with the housing. Since the 
power input available fo r  producing thermopile output i s  equal to  
receiver area multiplied by the irradiat ion G-aee appendix G) and 
efficiency is proportional to G" see equation ( 3a) ), ths  output is 
proportional to (Receiver area) x (GR )2. The irradiat ion GR is 
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proportional to the shape modulus of the opening to the receiver. If 
R + Q is large compared with P, as will be the case if 8 is fairly 
small, the shape modulus of the opening to all parts of the receiver will 
be almost equal to that at the center of the receiver. This factor 
(see reference 38, p. 15) is P2/4 The irradiation G' may 
2 
E- + (R + P) 2 4 
then be taken as approximately proportional to: 
Since receiver area f o r  fixed shape is proportional t o  the square of 
any l i nea r  dimension, it is proportional to  T ~ .  The thermopile 
output i s  therefore proportional, t o  a f i r e t  approximation, to: 
but 
Therefore, output i s  approximately proportional to: 
with R the variable.  I n  order that  t h i s  expression may be a m a x i m ,  
R 
2 must be a maximum. When i ts  derivative, with respect 
P-- + ( R  + Q) 2 4 
t o  R ,  i s  s e t  equal to zero, the following is obtained: 
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from which: 
Therefore : 
and hence : 
Since p2/4 w i l l  be small compared with Q2 when 8 is small, 
it may be concluded that,  under the conditions mentioned, the maximum 
radius of the receiver should be just elightly greater than the radius 
of the housing opening, and the distance from the receiver to  the 
plane of the housing opening must then be s l igh t ly  mre than twice 
the distance from the l a t t e r  t o  a point on the housing axis for  which 
the radius of the opening subtends the limiting angle. 8. If the 
m a x t m  opening possible i n  a simple hollow cylinder is to  be realized, 
then the t h e m p i l e  receiver should be just a s  large as  can  be 
accomdated inside the cylinder and the distance from the plane of 
the opening sh0u1.d b e  (1 + g) ($ cot 8 )  . 
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APPENDIX C 
sm0LS 
t o t a l  length (uncompensated thermocoupls) o r  half length 
( compensated thermocouple) of one conductor - the &?plated 
conductor i n  plated-type construction, f t ;  as subscript, 
r e fe r s  to  one of the thermoelectric metals - the m t a l  of 
the unp la+~d  conductor i n  plated-type construction - o r  t o  
the conductor composed of t h i s  metal 
cross-eectional area of wire, eq ft 
t o t a l  length (uncompensated thermocouple) o r  half length 
(compensated thermcouple) of one condustor - the plated 
conrluctor i n  plated-type construction, f t ;  as subscript, 
r e f e r s  t o  one of the conductors, the plated conductor i n  
plated-type construction 
difference between power actual ly  absorbed per uni t  length 
of conductor of a compensated thermopile and power that  would 
be absorbed i f  a l l  par t s  of t h e m p i l e  surface, except f ront  
surface of receiver, exchanged power by radiat ion with only 
thermopile housing ( see appendix B, postulate ( 10) ) , 
~ t u / (  hr)( f t )  
c proportton to which thermopile voltage is reduced i n  plated 
construction because of c irculat ing currents i n  core and p la te  
of plated conductor; as subscript, refers  t o  core of plated 
conductor 
specif ic  heat a t  constant pressure, ~ t u / ( l b / O ~ )  
e l e c t r i c a l  conductivity, ohms/( sq f t / f t )  
r a t i o  of cross-sectional area of core of plated conduztor to  
cross-sectional area of unplated conductor; D = O expresses 
the s i tua t ion  corresponding t o  unplated construction 
thermoelectric power, m/"F 
u n i t  thermal condustancs due to  hest transfer by convection 
averaged around o r  on both sides of a condustor (tog8fher wi th  
aseociated binding o r  casting ,mter ia l )  ( see  sppndix  B, 
postulate ( g ) ) 
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(f + J+ECJT~~);  increase i n  power loss  by convection and 
c 
radiant emission, per uni t  area of t h e m p i l e  surface, 
resul t ing from unit  r i s e  of temperature, 
~ t u / ( h r ) (  sq f t ) ( + )  
shape modulus, used with subscripts. (The shape mdulus of 
one surface t o  another is the fract ion the denominator of 
which 1s the radiant power tha t  would be emitted by the f i r s t  
surface were it a t  uniform temperature, of uniform emissivity, 
and perfect diff 'usivity, and the n m r a t o r  of which  is  the 
m u n t  of t h i s  power reachlng the second surface prior  to  
ref lect ion and i n  the absence of any intervening abaorbing 
medium. ) 
shape modulus, f ront  surface of receiver to inside surface of FhcR housing ( see defini t ion of F) 
F shape modulus, inside surface of housing to front  surface of 
Rf--h receiver (see defini t ion of F) 
shape modulus, f ront  surface of receiver to opening i n  
housing (see defini t ion of F)  
G1 .irradiat ion of back side of receiver element, ~ t u / ( h r ) ( s ~  f t )  
G2 i r radiat ion of front  side of element, Btu/(hr)(sq f t )  
Go part of G2 coming through the opening i n  housing, 
~ t u / (  h)( sq f t )  
(cGO - G F~ R~14) ; difference between irradiat ion absorbed 
per uni t  area of receiver surface and tha t  absorbed per un i t  
area of a l l  other thermopile surfaces; it is, therefore, the 
i rradiat ion effective i n  producing a temperature difference 
between hot and cold junctions, Btu/(hr)(sq f t )  
G"/B~" r i s e  i n  temperature that would resu l t  from 
irradiat ion G V n  an irradiated length of conductor i f  t h ~  
l a t t e r  were thermally nonconducting i n  the direction of i ts  
length. The actual r i s e  due t o  G V s  l e s s  and, a t  the 
junction, is  o times H, 9 
t o t a l  current 
current through core a t  any distance x from end of plated 
section 
thsrmal conductivity, ~ t u / ( h r ) ( s q  f t ) (?F/ f t )  
K 4 constant i n  equation GO = K ( m )  + FOeRT1 , 
Btu / (b ) (  sq ft)(OF/ft)  
2 length of uniformly irradiated s t r i p  
m Bvf' l / f t  (Subscripts of m, k, and A are to be the kA ' 
sams .) 
e lec t romt i  ve force, mil l ivol ts  
area of front  surface of receiver i n  themcouple of 
Johansen type, sq f t 
number of ,junctions i n  a t h e m p i l e  
%a; with subscript, heat flow, ~ t u / h r  
b;D% Ki r a t i o  of thermal conductance per un i t  length of 
conductors of one type ( the plat8d conductor i n  plated-tgps 
thermpi les)  to  tha t  of conductors of other type 
resistance of core of plated conductor per un i t  length, 
ohma/ft 
resistance of deposited metal of plated conductor per un i t  
length, ohms /f t 
ks P a  
------; r a t i o  of quotient of thermal conductivities of the 
CdCa 
two thermoelectric nvs t a l e  t o  quotient of t h e i r  e l ec t r i ca l  
conductivities. A s  subscript, re fers  t o  one of the thenno- 
e lec t r i c  metals, the deposited m e t a l  of the plated conductor 
i n  plated-type construction 
- ; temperature difference between d i f fe ren t i a l  
length of conductor and housing a t  which there 9s no net  
power exchange by radiation and convection, combined, between 
the surface o f . t h i s  length of conductor and the surroundings 
except, i n  the case of the receiver surface only, fo r  the 
absorption of i rradiat ion Gg. For the uncompensated 
thermopile t, = 0, B = 0, and hence te = 0, OF. 
difference between temperature of air surrounding thermopile 
and t.hat of housing, OF 
dl fference be tween temperature of d i f f e ren t i a l  length of 
conductor o r  f i n  at regions which may be indicated by 
subscripts and tha t  of housing and ( i n  the case of the 
uncompensated thermopile) ambient a i r ,  OF 
0 absolute temperature of df f t e r e n t i a l  length of conductor, R 
absolute temperature of housing 
width of receiver area associated with a single conductor, f t  
f rac t ion  of length a i r radiated (a l so  used to  represent 
distance i n  f t )  
f r ac t ion  of length b i r radiated 
t o t a l  distance, i n  plane perpendicular to  length of a con- 
ductof, along surfaces of t h i s  conductor ( together with i ts  
associated binding o r  coating material)  from which heat i s  
l o s t  by convection and radiation, a l l  divided by term w 
absorpt ivi ty  of thermopile receiver t o  tha t  par t  of the 
radiat ion f a l l i n g  on it which comes i n  the housing opening 
average emissivity of d i f fe rent  s ides  of a conductor with 
respect t o  radiat ion produced by an idea l  radiator  at 
receiver temperature (see appendix B, postulate ( 9 ) )  
absorptivity of the thermopile receiver t o  radiation from 
the source of i n t e r e s t  
Stefan4oltzmann radiat ion constant, ' ~ t u / ( h r ) (  sq f t ) ( % )  4 
t e r n  d i r ec t ly  proportional t o  efficiency of thermopile 
(See equations ( 2 )  and (3a) .) 
term Oirectly proportional t o  efficiency of thermopile 
(See equations (3a)  and (3b) .) 
specif ic  weight, lb/cu f t  
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Figure 1. - Uncompensated thermocouple. 
=7gzJ7- 
Figure 2. - Compensated thermocouple. 
a and b Length (uncompensated thermocouple) o r  half lengths (com- 
pensated thermocouple) of the thermoelectric conductors. 
If conductor b is of plated construction, its core and 
conductor a are  composed of the same metal. 
xa o r  yb Portion of length of conductor, or  of coating o r  binding 
materials intimately associated with it, that is exposed to 
the radiation to be measured. 
w Width o r  portion'of perimeter of each conductor, or of 
coating or  binding materials intimately associated with it, 
that is exposed to the radiation to be measured. Then 
w(xa t yb) is receiver area per couple. 
Temperature difference between conductors and housing a t  
the cross sections indicated by the .subscripts. In the case 
of the uncompensated thermocouple i t  is also tlie temperature 
difference between the conductors and ambient air (see 
appendix B, postulate (7)); t2 = t2 ' (see appendix B, 
postulate (3)). 
Figure 3.- Optimum values of x,y,p,q, and I. as fwctions of R for design of thermopiles, 
(For definition of symbols, see appendix G.) 
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______c. 
- 
Radiation 
.- t o b e  
measured 
_____b. 
- 
____t 
a half length of unplated conductor 
b half length of plated conductor 
xa length of unplated conductor, and associated plastic and absorbent 
coating, exposed to radiation from outside the housing 
yb length of plated conductor, and associated plastic and absorbent 
coating, exposed to radiation from outside the housing 
Figure 4. - Cross section of housing and end view of a 
compensated thermopile. 
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a End pieces 
b Rotatable rods, vitreous enameled except a t  ends and bearing 
surfaces 
c Rod holding end pieces in position 
d Screws clamping rod c to end pieces 
e Start of coil of constantan wire - to continue to near end piece 
Figure 5. - Sketch of fixture used in constructing thermopile. 
